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INTRODUCTION

The high flexibility and cost-efficiency of cloud databases, such
as Snowflake [12] and Amazon Redshift [24], are attracting an
increasing range of customers. While these systems offer solutions
for petabytes of data and optimize for scalability, they also attract
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Shared-Nothing

Performance

Moving data analysis and processing to the cloud is no longer reserved for a few companies with petabytes of data. Instead, the
flexibility of on-demand resources is attracting an increasing number of customers with small to medium-sized workloads. These
workloads do not occupy entire clusters but can run on single
worker machines. However, picking the right worker for the job is
challenging. Abstracting from worker machines, e.g., using stateless architectures, introduces overheads impacting performance.
Solutions without stateless architectures resort to query restarts in
the event of an adverse worker matching, wasting already achieved
progress.
In this paper, we propose migrating queries between workers
by introducing on-demand state separation. Using state separation only when required enables maximum flexibility and performance while keeping already achieved progress. To derive the requirements for state separation, we first analyze the query state of
medium-sized workloads on the example of TPC-DS SF100. Using
this, we analyze the cost and describe the constraints necessary
for state separation on such a workload. Furthermore, we describe
the design and implementation of on-demand state separation in a
compiling database system. Finally, using this implementation, we
show the feasibility of our approach on TPC-DS and give a detailed
analysis of the cost of query migration and state separation.
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Figure 1: Classification of cloud data warehouse architectures
by performance and flexibility. Flexibility here is the ability to adapt to changes in the execution environment and
provide scalability for processing. Performance is defined by
query throughput and latency.

smaller customers and workloads. These workloads do not require
the full elasticity offered and can often be handled by one or a few
machines. However, finding the optimal instance to provide cost
optimality is still not trivial [35]. To understand the challenges of
cloud data warehousing for smaller workloads, one needs to look
at the dominant warehouse architectures and their characteristics
outlined in Figure 1.
First, there is the classic shared-nothing architecture prominent
in on-premise deployments and used in Amazon Redshift [24]. In
this architecture, both storage and compute are co-located on a
worker. While this offers the best performance, it cannot scale
resources independently. Second, there are storage separated architectures, such as Snowflake [12]. These allow compute and storage
to be scaled separately. Keeping the working state of a query at the
compute node still achieves excellent performance. However, this
does not permit elasticity and fault tolerance for individual queries.
Third, state-separated architectures, like Microsoft POLARIS [2],
fully decouple state and compute. The high flexibility and elasticity
of state separation come at the cost of network overhead when
syncing the state between tasks. This overhead is acceptable when
data has to be shuffled between workers after each task. Finally,
modular systems, like Apache Spark [65], do not follow a specific
architecture fully but can be configured similarly to one or more
architectures. For Spark, e.g., state separation can be achieved by
strategically placing checkpoints in the query plan [44, 60]. We
argue that, due to network transfer costs, stateless architectures
are not profitable for smaller workloads. Nevertheless, there is a
growing need for higher flexibility for such workloads: Ambati
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with customer_revenue as (
select customer.id, sum(orders.price) as revenue
from customer, orders
where customer.id = orders.customer_id
group by customer.id
)
select c.name, c.adress, c.birthday
from customer c, customer_revenue r
where c.id = r.id and
r.revenue >= 0.9 * (
select max(revenue) from customer_revenue
)

⨝id = id
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Figure 2: Exemplary SQL OLAP query (left) and corresponding query plan (right) with pipelines. Pipelines continuing through
an n-ary operator are marked bold and color-coded. Circled pipeline IDs also denote execution order.

et al. [5] propose speculatively executing queries to find the best
query-to-worker matching, losing all progress achieved when the
worker has to be changed. In addition, Garefalakis et al. [21] have
described the need for suspendable tasks to provide low latency for
time-sensitive tasks when resources are limited.
In this paper, we propose on-demand state separation to provide
the desired flexibility of stateless architectures without incurring
the performance cost. This way, we can utilize the full performance
of storage-separated architectures for local queries, while still allowing for query migration and elasticity with minimal overhead
when necessary. To achieve this, we run the query as if it were only
storage-separated. When the need for state separation arises, we
cache all relevant intermediate results over the network and continue the query on these on the target worker. This query migration
can be beneficial in a number of settings. It allows the utilization
of more powerful or cheaper servers that become available in a
cluster for already running queries. Furthermore, it enables load
balancing between servers in multi-tenancy settings, as well as the
utilization of spot instances for query processing. Queries can be
started on such instances and migrated when the spot instance
expires, which has been proposed for VM instances [45, 48, 61] and
using predefined checkpoints [44, 60] in Apache Spark. Contrary
to those solutions, we only need to migrate the current working
state of a query and do not require a priori knowledge about the
workload. Our key contributions are:

• We provide an analysis of the query states occurring in
mid-sized cloud workloads on the exemplary workload of
all queries of the TPC-DS benchmark [52] at a scale factor
of 100. This dataset of roughly 100GB represents a mediumsized workload, which can be reasonably executed on a
single server. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to describe query states in a state-separated architecture.
• We describe the constraints for the deployment environment necessary for (on-demand) state-separated architectures on such workloads.
• We show the design and implementation of on-demand
state separation in an OLAP database system using the
code-generating DBMS Umbra [40].
• We evaluate the performance and overhead of on-demand
state separation for various use cases.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
defines the goal of on-demand state separation and the relevant concepts. Then, we analyze the state of OLAP workloads based on TPCDS in Section 3. Section 4 describes the design and implementation
of on-demand state separation, which we evaluate in Section 5. We
discuss related work in Section 6 before concluding in Section 7.

2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Before describing our novel approach to on-demand state separation, we first need to formalize the problem statement, as well as
the requirements that queries and systems have to fulfill to support
our approach. The goal of on-demand state separation is to provide
flexibility for traditional relational databases in cloud settings. To
achieve this flexibility, we utilize state separation [2].
Definition 1. State Separation: State separation is the process
of decoupling the working state and progress of a query from the
machine executing it.
A state-separated query can, thus, be resumed on any machine,
even if the new machine’s configuration differs from the old one.
Changing the executing server at runtime has been employed in
the past, e.g., in multi-engine environments [1, 46]. These systems
focus on migration between different engines at pre-planned points
in the query plan for performance. In contrast, we aim for flexibility
by migrating on demand without prior planning.
Goal. On-demand state separation achieves state separation retroactively with minimized progress loss and minimized query state
without hampering the performance of local execution.

2.1

Background

Having defined the goal of on-demand state separation, we need to
discuss the requirements a database system has to fulfill to support
it, as well as the properties of relational queries we use for our
approach. For this, we will use the exemplifying query in Figure 2
and its query plan, which serves as a running example throughout
this paper. First, we find high-grossing customers using the common table expression customer_revenue. Then, we reconnect these
customers to the customer table to extract all information required
to send them birthday cards.
2.1.1 Query Properties. Our approach is based on relational queries
following a query plan such as the one displayed in Figure 2. Plans

consist of operators, such as joins, aggregations, and filters. These
operators can be grouped into two categories, blocking and filtering operators. Blocking operators, such as the id, sum aggregation,
materialize all tuples before reporting the result. Filtering operators, on the other hand, do not materialize tuples. Operators can
exist as a filtering and a blocking operator simultaneously. The id =
customer_id join, e.g., will materialize all tuples from the customer
relation but only filter tuples from the orders relation without materializing them. We call all paths in the query plan in which a tuple
is not materialized, i.e., between two blocking operators, pipelines.
Each pipeline is executed exactly once for all tuples of its input.
Nevertheless, the result of a pipeline may be used multiple times.
The result of pipeline 2 in Figure 2, for example, is scanned twice,
namely in pipelines 3 and 6 . Furthermore, a pipeline fully depends on all of its inputs. Before pipeline 6 can start, pipelines 2 ,
4 , and 5 must finish their execution. These dependencies result
in the execution order denoted by the pipeline IDs in Figure 2.
2.1.2 System Requirements. A system has to fulfill three main requirements to support on-demand state separation, which we will
discuss below. As we have implemented our approach within the
Umbra database system [29, 40, 57, 58], we give a brief overview of
how Umbra adheres to these requirements.
Plan-Based Execution. In our approach, we process queries using
relational operators and pipelines. Therefore, we also require the
system to process queries based on relational operators. Query plans
are the default execution model for relational databases. Therefore,
most existing database systems adhere to this requirement. Furthermore, the system must support the serialization and deserialization
of plans for execution, either through dedicated formats or by emitting SQL. Umbra, e.g., uses a pipeline-based execution model. In
it, the query is split into pipelines, which in turn are translated
into code and compiled for execution. Umbra further supports the
export and import of query plans to and from JSON format, which
we use to share queries between instances.
Query Progress Information. As one goal is to preserve already achieved query progress, systems have to offer insights into
the progress of running queries. This progress information is already part of query execution in interpreting systems, such as
MonetDB [10]. Compiling systems, such as Umbra, which convert
queries to machine code, require active progress-keeping. In Umbra, it is not the entire query but its individual pipelines that are
converted to machine code. This pipeline-based conversion allows
us to keep track of the query progress at pipeline granularity.
Accessible Intermediate Results. Finally, our approach requires
access to the intermediate results held for a query as they materialize the progress achieved. While interpreting engines access these
results directly for query processing, compiling engines typically
only access them through generated code. For state separation,
however, compiling systems need to maintain information on these
intermediate results outside of generated code as well. Umbra, for
example, manages the state for queries in two different regions,
thread-local and global state. The former is used for intra-pipeline
processing and is thus not relevant to our approach. The global
state, on the other hand, holds all data shared between pipelines,
such as materialized results, and allows us to access them from the
database. We will discuss the access in detail in Section 4.4.

2.2

State Model

After describing the goal and system model for state separation, we
can define what state is relevant for extraction. As we discussed
in Section 2.1.2, the intermediate results of a query materialize
its progress. Thus, we only have to focus on these results. This
allows us to remove all database-wide information, like indices,
from our consideration, as this information is available to all nodes
in a cluster in a uniform fashion.
Intermediate results are commonly materialized in blocking operators, i.e., at the end of pipelines. Vectorized systems such as
MonetDB [10] materialize results in every operator. In our example
in Figure 2, the results are, e.g., materialized in the join hash table
after pipeline 1 and the aggregates after pipeline 3 . Further, we
abstract from the physical representation of the result, such as hash
tables. This physical representation can vary greatly between systems and even between different instances of the same system. For
example, even switching from a hash join to a blockwise-nestedloop-based join implementation for the same query and system will
change the materialization of the results, even though the results
will be identical. Therefore, we only consider tuples in the materialized results, not their surrounding index structures. Finally, we only
consider results that are still required for query processing. After
pipeline 2 has finished, the join hash table produced by pipeline
1 is no longer required and thus not considered part of the state.
The results of pipeline 2 , in turn, will be used by both pipelines
3 and 6 . It is, therefore, part of the query state until both have
finished. To summarize, we define query state as follows:
Definition 2. Query State: The query state comprises all tuples materialized within the blocking operators of finished pipelines
connecting to not yet finished pipelines.
We will assume this definition when speaking of state in the
remainder of this paper. After pipelines 1 to 4 are finished in
Figure 2, for example, the query state would contain all tuples in
the id, sum(price) aggregation, as well as all tuples in the max ≤
revenue join hash table.

3

STATE ANALYSIS

Having defined what constitutes the state of a query, we can now
analyze the state of typical OLAP workloads. We base this analysis
on the well-known TPC-DS OLAP benchmark [52], which models
a warehouse for a decision support system. To represent mediumsized workloads, we choose scale factor 100 (SF100), which roughly
equals 100GB of data. We analyze the state of each of the 103 TPCDS queries after every pipeline in query plans generated by the
Umbra database system [40]. TPC-DS distributes queries uniformly.
Therefore, we include all queries and variants once in our analysis.
As the state is comprised of only required tuples and columns in
SQL-defined data types, the state size only depends on the query
plan and join order, and not on the system used.

3.1

State Size Distribution

As the first analysis, we look at the distribution of state sizes occurring throughout all queries. For this, we measure the size of tuples
stored after each pipeline and the number of blocking operators
materializing these tuples. Figure 3 displays the results. One can
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Figure 5: Distribution of state sizes occurring within TPC-DS
SF100 by query progress.

Figure 3: Distribution of state sizes occurring within TPC-DS
SF100 by the number of blocking operators involved.
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3.2
Figure 4: Comparison of the distribution of average and total
state sizes per query for TPC-DS SF100.

see that the vast majority of states comprise few operators with less
than ten megabytes of data. While most states are small, several
states are larger than five gigabytes. Forty-six states exceed one
gigabyte in size, while 626 are smaller than 1MB. Overall, 30% of
states contain a single blocking operator with less than 1MB of data,
and 86% of states do not exceed 100MB. Even though the median
state size is only 133KB, the mean state size is 265MB. While 90%
of states comprise fewer than five operators, up to 15 operators are
involved for some queries.
All intermediate results of a query are relevant for state-separating architectures as the state has to be synchronized after every
task. Therefore, we also look at the sum of intermediate result sizes
occurring for each query. Figure 4 depicts the distribution of average
and total state size per query. One can see that the total state size
far outweighs the average. Compared to the mean size of a single
state, the mean of all states is 2.6GB, and thus, 10× larger. This sum
of state sizes is an upper bound for the state of a query, as it can
contain the same pipeline result multiple times. For our example in
Figure 2, the result of pipeline 2 is part of all states starting from
pipeline 3 . However, entirely excluding these duplicates would
be inaccurate as well, as they have to be transferred to workers
multiple times. E.g., the result of pipeline 2 is required by workers
for pipelines 3 and 6 .

Influence of Query Progress

Given the overall state distribution, we want to analyze further if
and how the state distribution relates to query progress. Therefore,
we must first define query progress for our model. As we are only
interested in the states occurring after pipelines, we define the
progress metric based on pipelines only:
# of finished pipelines

Definition 3. Query progress = # of total pipelines

While this does not account for the runtime of individual pipelines, it considers the task-based scheduling of cloud jobs. The
distribution of state sizes along this query progress for all TPCDS queries is shown in Figure 5. While large states seem to occur
less frequently close to the start and end of queries, the overall
distribution shows no significant trends. Both large and small states
can occur during every phase of query execution. However, this
distribution could be skewed by a few queries with a large state.
Figure 6 displays the distribution of state size normalized to the
maximum state size for each query to account for this skew. One can
see that the trend partly revealed in Figure 5 is more apparent here.
On average, the state size grows until around 40% of pipelines are
completed and plateaus until around 70%. From there on, the state
continuously shrinks. The structure of query plans can explain this.
In the beginning, queries collect a lot of data, e.g., in join build sides.
In Figure 2, e.g., the first two states include only a single pipeline
result. From there on, at least two results are part of the state: at
least one join build side and the state of the probe pipeline. After
pipeline 5 , the state is maximal with three materialized pipelines
results ( 2 , 4 , and 5 ).

3.3

In this section, we have shown the overall distribution and trends
in the query state of all TPC-DS queries. However, we have not
discussed the implications of state separation arising from this data.
Overall, the state sizes in Figure 3 are promising for state separation.
Assuming a 10Gbit/s network connection between servers, a round
trip for the mean state size takes only 424ms. Still, a complete
round trip after every state can add up quickly. In the worst case,
up to 9.1GB must be transmitted for a single state, resulting in a
14.6 second round trip. For these large states, transfer time alone
can already exceed the execution time of local queries, making
re-execution in case of failure more profitable than state separation.
When considering all states occurring for queries (cf. Figure 4),
the potential network overhead increases further. Examining the
sum of state sizes, the mean of 2.6GB and a maximum of 162.8GB
lead to a 4.2 and 261 second round trip, respectively. Nevertheless,
given that 86% of single states can be transferred to other workers
in less than 160ms, state separation of single states can be profitable
for the vast majority of queries.
Evaluating the distribution of state sizes during individual queries
in Figure 6 shows that state separation is best early on or close
to the end of a query. However, as the relative cost of a restart
increases with query runtime, migrating the larger states occurring
between 25% and 75% progress might still pay off.
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External
Trigger Server A

Discussion

ON-DEMAND STATE SEPARATION

The advantages of state separation are well known for cloud environments. Being able to add and remove workers and handle worker
crashes offers the flexibility desired by customers. However, synchronizing the state over the network can be expensive, especially
for single-worker queries. It is not necessary for those to shuffle
state to workers between tasks, and thus, every network transfer
is overhead in query execution. As shown in Section 3, sending
every state over the network instead of only one can make a 10×
difference on average. Furthermore, our approach can optimize
for local execution, generating no execution overhead when no
state separation is required. While on-demand state separation and
migration solutions exist based on virtual machines (VMs), these
treat the VM as a blackbox. Therefore, they either have to restart
tasks [61] or migrate the entire VMs memory state [45, 48], which is
bound to be much larger than just the query state. Approaches that
use extensive knowledge about the inner state of queries [44, 60]
rely on pre-defined checkpoints. These must be defined before a
task starts and cannot be created retroactively on demand.
To achieve a minimal migration state without the need for less
flexible checkpoints, we propose scanning and extracting the currently materialized query state, as defined by Definition 2. As this
state is part of the execution process, it is accessible at any time
without prior preparation. In the remainder of this section, we will
describe the high-level design of our approach and the prototypical
implementation within the Umbra system using the exemplary use
case of query migration:
Definition 4. Query Migration. Query migration is the process
of moving the processing of a query q from an executing server A to a
server B without losing the progress achieved for q on A.

1
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�uery Plan

Figure 7: Server cluster for on-demand state separation and
query migration. State is only shared via a network cache,
query plans can be migrated peer to peer. Exemplary data
flow for a migration from server A to server B is highlighted
in blue.

4.1

Deployment Environment

The deployment environment is of great importance to enable ondemand state separation, especially in the presence of transient
compute resources. We show a possible server configuration in
Figure 7. In order to keep the state held in finished pipelines when a
worker fails or is taken away, it has to be kept in a durable, external
location. Therefore, when state separation is required, all tuples
that are part of the state must be cached externally. As state sizes
can reach gigabytes (cf. Section 3), all workers (e.g., servers A and
B) must access the cache through high-bandwidth connections.
Furthermore, the workers have to communicate to transfer the
accompanying query plan. In our current setup, this is realized by
peer-to-peer connections between workers. A peer-to-peer setup
is the most lightweight option for coordination, requiring few messages and no additional servers. It is, thus, ideal for small and stable
deployments. However, it is also possible to handle these transfers
using a dedicated coordinator in larger deployments. While this
adds communication overhead and requires an additional server, it
offers greater flexibility. For example, a coordinator can monitor the
running instances to detect migration needs and deal with servers
joining and leaving the cluster. While Figure 7 only focuses on those
servers and components relevant for state separation and query
migration, real deployments will also include additional servers for
the cache and storage servers required for storage separation.
There are additional constraints for caches. For one, the workload
is different from traditional key-value store workloads. In contrast
to those, our data is ephemeral. For query migration, the state
is written and read exactly once, often directly after each other.
Once the data is read, it is no longer required and, thus, discarded.
Furthermore, the state sizes can pose a problem. Many cloud keyvalue stores limit the maximum value size. The popular key-value
database Redis, e.g., has a limit of 512MB [42] for individual values.
However, as seen in the state analysis, the state size can reach
gigabytes easily. For our workload, the ideal cache would offer high
throughput and low latency under high write and read load while
offering support for large value sizes. We found the system closest
to our requirements to be Apache Crail [47], as it is optimized for
ephemeral data and has no limit on value size.

Algorithm 1 Selecting blocking operators contained in a state
1: function SelectStateOperators(finishedPipelines, dependencies)
2:
dependents ← invert(dependencies)
3:
stateOperators ← ∅
4:
for 𝑝 ∈ finishedPipelines do
5:
anyUnfinished ← false
6:
for dep ∈ dependents[𝑝 ] do
7:
if dep ∉ finishedPipelines then
8:
anyUnfinished ← true
9:
10:
11:

4.2

if anyUnfinished then
append(stateOperators, p.blockingOperator )
return stateOperators

Process Overview

Having defined the deployment environment, we can describe the
outline of our on-demand state separation process. We will use the
query migration use case of Definition 4, as it is the most involved.
Other possible use cases for state separation, such as deferring
execution to prioritize other queries or snapshotting, can be realized
with the functionality utilized for query migration. For example,
consider the migration of the query in Figure 2 from server A to
server B in Figure 7.
First, the need for migration is detected and reported to the
server (1). Migration can be triggered by several events, e.g., the
indication by the cloud provider that a transient compute resource is
being taken away soon or the availability of a faster or cheaper spot
instance. Then, the current state of a query according to Definition 2
has to be identified at server A and extracted from structures such
as hash tables. Server A then transfers the extracted state to the
external cache (2). On server A, the query plan is then adapted to
continue from the current state and transferred to the receiving
server B (3). Server B then compiles the received query plan and
continues the execution. Whenever a partial result from the state
has to be scanned for the first time, it is fetched from the cache and
kept locally (4). Snapshots can be realized by periodically sending
the current state and the adapted query plan to the cache. Deferring
queries is a special case of snapshotting, as the worker does not
need to change. Therefore, the state and modified query plan can
also be kept locally, thus saving the cost of network transfer. We
will use the remainder of this section to describe the steps above in
detail.

4.3

State Selection

Once a server has been notified of a desired state separation, the
execution of the current query is halted. Then, we identify all operators that are part of the state. For this, we track the current query
progress in the form of finished pipelines throughout query execution. Further, to prune all pipeline results no longer required for
execution, we calculate all direct dependencies between pipelines.
Definition 5. Direct pipeline dependency: A pipeline 𝐴 directly depends on a pipeline 𝐵 if pipeline 𝐴 directly requires the result
of pipeline 𝐵 for execution.
In Figure 2, e.g., pipeline 3 depends on pipeline 2 , but not on
pipeline 1 . Given these dependencies, we can now select those
finished pipelines still part of the state. The algorithm for this is

shown in Algorithm 1. First, we invert the dependency mapping
to get all dependents for a pipeline (line 2). Then, we iterate over
all finished pipelines, identifying those that are part of the state
(line 4). If all dependents of a pipeline are finished, the pipeline’s
materialized result is no longer required and, therefore, no longer
considered part of the state (lines 6 - 8). Finally, we collect all
blocking operators of finished pipelines with at least one dependent
for state extraction (line 10).
Directly after pipeline 4 finished executing in our running
example, the finished pipelines contain pipelines 1 , 2 , 3 , and
4 . Of those, state selection discards 1 and 3 as all their dependents ( 2 and 4 , respectively) are already finished. We remember
the blocking operators for state extraction for the two remaining
pipelines, namely, the grouped aggregation id, sum(price) and the
max ≤ revenue join.

4.4

State Extraction

Having found all operators containing state, we have to extract the
individual tuples that comprise this state. While a closer mapping to
the current state would be to migrate tuples within index structures,
such as hash tables, we extract state as defined in Definition 2. State
held in operators is optimized for efficient local processing, e.g.,
by keeping it in pointer-referenced storage and hash tables. This
configuration differs between operators and is hard to serialize for
network transfer. Furthermore, optimal state structures might differ
between servers. Migrating only tuples allows the target system
to re-create this per-operator state in a configuration optimized
for the local deployment as if it resided in a table. We first want to
highlight the high-level process of this tuple-based state extraction
before giving a detailed description of the implementation within
our system. In general, we have to distinguish between two different
kinds of blocking operators.
The first type is operators that only appear as blocking operators within a query, which we call scan-optimized operators. This
category comprises unary blocking operators, such as aggregations,
sorting, set operations, and potential specialized operators such as
K-Means, window functions, or sampling. These operators are the
easiest to extract tuples from, as they already offer functionality
to scan all tuples. Such operators are always sources of pipelines
using their results. Therefore, they produce all tuples when scanned,
allowing us to re-use this scan functionality. In many systems, operators can be scanned repeatably to optimize queries, like the id,
sum(price) aggregation in Figure 2. Functionality for repeated scans
further enables state extraction for snapshots without interfering
with query execution.
The second type of operator is those with more complex access
patterns, such as joins, which appear as a blocking and as a filtering
operator. Hash joins, e.g., are optimized for point accesses on the
join predicate and often do not offer functionality for full scans.
Fortunately, there are only a few operator types in this category.
This category only contains different join implementations with
non-linear access optimizations in our system. Nevertheless, joins
frequently occur in queries and should be considered for query
migration. While these operators are not optimized for full scans,
their internal structures often still support such scans. Blockwisenested-loop joins, e.g., materialize their build-side fully without
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Figure 8: Query migration artifacts of the query in Figure 2 when migrating after pipeline 5. Top left: State extraction queries
to be run on the migration source. Bottom left: Extracted state represented by the corresponding subtree, held in the cache.
Right: Modified plan to continue execution on the target server.

additional indices, making scans easy. Most index structures, such
as hash tables and trees, can be scanned efficiently, allowing us
to support the migration of all operators currently implemented
within our system.
In the following, we will describe the implementation of query
migration for both scan-optimized and index-optimized operators.
As the implementation of operators varies heavily between systems,
we will limit the implementation to the Umbra [40] system. We
outline the requirements and possibility for state extraction in other
systems in Section 2.1.2.
4.4.1 Implementation. To best utilize existing infrastructure within
the database, we implement the extraction process as a regular
query. All tuples are materialized within operators during execution, often nested in a complex operator state. Extracting this state
with a query allows us to re-use existing logic and access paths.
Furthermore, this allows us to access all optimizations and features
of in-database query execution, such as specialized code generation [39] and morsel-driven parallelism [34]. Especially for scanoptimized operators, the state extraction can be realized almost
entirely with existing code and logic, allowing easy integration into
an existing system. The extraction query plans differ for scan- and
index-optimized operators, which we will describe below. Once we
have generated this plan, the remaining steps are identical: The
query plan is compiled and given access to the state of the query
to be migrated or snapshotted. In contrast to regular queries, our
state extraction queries do not report the result to the user. Instead,
the resulting tuples, i.e., the query state, are collected in a compact
format and sent to the cache. Our approach schedules all extraction queries for immediate execution and exclusively to prevent
modifications to the state before the extraction is complete.
4.4.2 Scan-Optimized Operators. State from scan-optimized operators can be extracted using only the extracted operator’s logic.
For this, we duplicate the existing operator into a new query plan

and link the copy to the state of the operator selected for extraction. An example of such an extraction plan for a scan-optimized
operator can be seen in Figure 8 for the id, sum(price) aggregation. We can again use the fact that scans of an operator’s state
are non-destructive and reference the state of the existing operator,
avoiding a costly copy of the whole operator state.

4.4.3 Index-Optimized Operators. Index-optimized operators require a more in-depth analysis of the state to extract tuples. While
it would be possible to generate extraction plans using only existing query logic, e.g., by modifying joins to run against a single
tuple that joins with all build-side tuples, we opted to implement
dedicated extraction operators instead. Using dedicated operators,
we can often bypass the operator’s access paths and directly access
the data for a scan. This more efficient access strategy comes at
the cost of implementing extraction logic for all index-optimized
operators. However, as stated above, there are only a few operators
in this category that often occur. For space considerations, and
because all these extraction operators follow a similar pattern, we
will not detail the implementation for every operator. Instead, we
will describe the high-level implementation based on a hash join.
Consider, e.g., the id=id join extraction in the top left corner of
Figure 8. In it, we need to extract all tuples stored in the build-side
hash table of the hash join. All operator states are well-defined
within Umbra. Therefore, we can locate the hash table from the
operator state and make it accessible to our build-side-scan operator.
This scan operator then loops over all buckets, extracting all keyvalue pairs stored within to recreate the tuples. All other specialized
extraction operators in our system follow this pattern of accessing
the structure holding tuples in the operator’s state to be extracted.
Again, this scan is non-destructive, and therefore, we do not have
to copy the hash table to extract tuples.

Algorithm 2 Modifying the query plan to use the extracted state
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

4.5

function ModifyPlan(stateOperators)
opsToExtract ← ∅
for op ∈ sortPreOrder(stateOperators) do
if isIndexOptimized(op) then
toReplace ← op.buildSide
replaceIn ← op
else
toReplace ← op
replaceIn ← op.parents
migratedTable ← buildTable(toReplace.types)
for location ∈ replaceIn do
if location.isValid() then
location.replace(toReplace, migratedTable)
append(opsToExtract, op)
return opsToExtract

Plan Modification

In the final step on the source server, we need to adapt the query
plan to incorporate the cached state instead of the subtrees it represents. To achieve this, we modify a copy of the existing query plan.
Algorithm 2 displays the pseudo-code for this query plan modification. For every operator in the state, we again have to differentiate
whether it is scan- or index-optimized in the current query plan.
Index-optimized operators are not the blocking operator of the final
pipeline passing through them. Therefore, we cannot replace them
entirely with the tuples contained in their state. Instead, we mark
the build-side child for migration in the operator itself (line 5). For
simplicity, we only consider binary operators with one build side
in Algorithm 2. The procedure for n-ary operators is orthogonal,
replacing all finished pipelines ending at the state operator with
the corresponding state. In Figure 8, this can be seen for the id =
id and max ≤ revenue joins. Our approach replaces only the build
side subtrees and not the entire joins in the modified plan.
Scan-optimized operators can only be part of the state operators
if all their inputs are finished. Therefore, we can replace the entire
operator with the state held within (line 8) without losing progress.
However, in contrast to index-optimized operators, it is possible that
we need to replace the operator in multiple places as scan-optimized
operators can be scanned multiple times within the same query. The
id, sum aggregation of Figure 2, e.g., is scanned twice. Therefore,
a migration after pipeline 2 needs to replace it in both parent
pipelines 3 and 6 . One can see that this can lead to conflicting
replacements: For example, in the migration displayed in Figure 8,
the id, sum aggregation is part of the state, and thus, replaced in
both parents. However, one parent is further replaced in the max ≤
revenue join’s build side. For such cases, we always want to ensure
only the topmost replacement takes place, as it preserves the most
progress. To achieve this, we perform replacements top-down by
sorting the state operators (line 3) and always check whether the
replacement location is still valid, i.e., contained in the query plan
(line 12). This way, replacements will always be optimal, as the
topmost operator is considered first. Replacements in the lower
part of the tree will either be performed later on or will not occur
if the location is no longer valid. To prevent needless network

transfers, we only extract state from operators that are part of the
final query plan, i.e., all operators part of a valid replacement (line
14).

4.6

Query Migration and Continuation

Once we extracted all tuples that are part of the state and have
generated a query plan utilizing this state, the query can be sent
to the desired target. In the scenario outlined above, migrating a
query from server A to server B, neither the state nor the query are
initially available at the destination server. In the first step, server
A sends the modified query plan to server B and then aborts the
local execution. In turn, the query plan is compiled and executed
on server B. Whenever the execution reaches the first scan of a
migrated table, the table is fetched in parallel from the network
cache and held locally for potential subsequent scans. In the case
of a migration, the cache can discard each stored value after the
first read.
Pausing a query works orthogonally without the need for network transfers. Instead of caching the query plan and state externally, our approach would materialize them in the memory or
persistent storage of the worker. Once both are materialized, we
abort the query locally to free all working memory for the prioritized query. When the prioritized query finishes, we load the plan
from disk and continue its execution. Finally, snapshots register
both the state and query plan with the cache. Once all data is cached
externally, execution continues on the local server.

4.7

Applications

So far, we have focused on migrating queries between servers. Migration alone already offers several benefits. It can save cost by utilizing cheap spot instances without risk and improve performance
by changing to better-suited instances at runtime. However, we
understand on-demand state separation as a toolkit that can also be
applied in other scenarios. First, as already discussed in the previous
subsection, our approach allows users to suspend queries cheaply
to prioritize latency-sensitive tasks when compute resources are
limited. The snapshotting mechanism of Section 4.6 can be used to
deal with worker failures, which we have not discussed so far. In
the after-the-fact query migration use case, we rely on prior notice
to migrate, which is unavailable in the case of crashes. In order to
avoid restarts, this mechanism can be used to create periodic snapshots of a query. In case of a failure, we assign the latest snapshot of
the query plan to a new worker, which again fetches migrated tables
on demand and continues execution. Furthermore, applications of
our approach are not restricted to single-worker queries alone. The
extracted state caches independent subtrees of a query, as can be
seen in Figure 8. Thus, these subtrees could be executed in parallel
on different workers and combined using the steps outlined in this
section, effectively enabling scale-out for existing systems.
While they are the focus of our work, possible applications of
on-demand state separation are not limited to distributed settings.
Materializing tuples with information about their corresponding
subtree (cf. Figure 8) can be used to share and re-use intermediate
results with other queries [25, 43]. Further, our approach can be
used to re-plan queries in the event of network delays [6, 53] or
cardinality misestimation in the optimizer [8, 37].

EVALUATION

Our evaluation is twofold. In the first part, we provide an in-depth
analysis of the amount and sources of the overhead of on-demand
state separation on query processing in a series of microbenchmarks.
In the second part, we demonstrate the feasibility of our approach
for typical cloud use cases. We conduct all experiments in this
section using our approach within the Umbra database system [40].

5.1

Setup

To emulate a cloud environment, we run all experiments in this
section in a cluster of 4 nodes. Each node is equipped with an
Intel Xeon CPU E5-2660 v2 (2.20GHz) and 256GB of DDR3 RAM.
The nodes connect to the cluster through a Mellanox ConnectX–3
VPI network interface card (up to 56Gbit/s FDR Infiniband) via a
Mellanox SX6005 switch. While an RDMA Infiniband configuration
would be most performant, many cloud providers rely on Ethernet
connections between servers. For this reason, our implementation
uses the TCP network stack as well, and we configure our cluster to
run on IP-over-Infiniband (IPoIB) instead of full-fledged Infiniband
to emulate a more typical cloud setup.
Two nodes act as source and target servers for query migration,
which is the main focus of this evaluation. Each server runs an
Umbra instance on a local copy of the TPC-DS SF100 database
held in an in-memory file system. This way, we guarantee equal
access to the base data, simulating storage separation. The two
remaining nodes form the Apache Crail-based network cache [47],
with one acting as a namenode and one acting as a datanode. While
Crail offers an optimized RDMA-based mode, we again opt for a
TCP-based infrastructure to better simulate a typical cloud setup.

5.2

Microbenchmarks

On-demand state separation comprises many individual steps, as
outlined in Section 4. Before demonstrating the feasibility through
end-to-end benchmarks, we first want to analyze the sources of the
introduced overhead in these steps. The two main categories in our
analysis are network and execution overhead. The first arises from
the topology of the cluster setup and external components, such
as network caches, which we cannot directly influence. Overhead
stemming from our approach is mainly execution-based, that is,
analyzing and extracting the state locally and continuing execution
on the remote server.
Configuration. For all experiments in this section, we report overheads based on an average of 5 runs. To provide a detailed analysis,
we measure the individual runtime of all sub-steps of migrating
after every pipeline occurring in the 103 TPC-DS queries. Further,
we perform full migrations and configure both the source and target
server to run an identical configuration of Umbra, thus minimizing
any configuration influence on runtime. However, we still detected
runtime variance in preliminary experiments for local-only and
migrating runs, even with identical configurations. Thus, we report
overheads as a percentage of the runtime of an entire migration.
Execution Overhead. In the first microbenchmark, we want to
highlight the overhead caused by our approach. Multiple factors
comprise this overhead: On the source server, this includes state selection (Section 4.3), plan modification (Section 4.5), and compiling
state extraction queries, as well as running the extraction up to, but
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Figure 9: Execution overhead by state size when migrating
TPC-DS queries.

excluding, network transfer (Section 4.4). Further, the execution
overhead includes parsing and compiling the received query plan
on the target server. We compare the overhead generated solely by
our approach for two server configurations. Once Umbra is allowed
to use up to four worker threads, once up to eight. Figure 9 shows
the resulting overheads.
One can see that there is a trend along with the state size for both
configurations. When migrating larger states, the overhead grows
as well. We expect this increase, as all tuples must be scanned at
least once for extraction when materializing them for network transfer. Furthermore, there is no apparent difference between four and
eight threads in terms of overhead, indicating that our parallel extraction scales as well as Umbra’s query execution framework. This
scaling further shows the benefits of utilizing extraction queries
in our approach, through which we gain access to parallelism and
scheduling optimizations already present in the database.
For both configurations, one can see several outliers for small
state sizes. These are primarily from small and fast queries with
execution times in milliseconds, where execution does not fully
amortize the cost of compiling extraction queries. Nevertheless, on
average less than 11% of overall query runtime is spent processing
state extraction and migration, independent of server configuration
and state size. For states smaller than 50MB, which make up 83% of
all states, the mean overhead does not exceed 1.9% independent of
the server configuration.
Network Overhead. Having analyzed the processing overhead
caused directly by our approach, we want to analyze the overhead
caused by the necessary network transfers. While this overhead
does not stem from our approach directly, and we thus cannot influence it within our system, it is crucial to understand the overall cost
of on-demand state separation. The network overhead measured
here is the time required to send and receive the extracted state to
and from the cache. Again, we compare the overhead for migrations
between two instances with an equal number of worker threads
and display the resulting overhead for all migrations in Figure 11.
Overall, the network overhead again clearly grows with the state
size migrated. We expect this growth, as network bandwidth is
limited and slower than local processing of tuples within a query.
However, this overhead is less linear than we have seen for local
processing, reaching an average of 45% for states between five and
ten gigabytes when using eight worker threads. Furthermore, in
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Figure 11: Network overhead by state size when migrating
TPC-DS queries.

contrast to the execution-based overhead, one can see that there is
a noticeable difference between the configurations. The network
transfer is not limited by the compute resources available but by the
network bandwidth and latency. Even though network overhead
exceeds processing overhead for most state sizes in both configurations, the mean overhead for states smaller than 50MB does not
exceed 11% of query runtime.

5.3

Query Migration

Given the individual overheads from the microbenchmarks, we
investigate how this translates into the cost of end-to-end query
migrations compared to local execution. In addition to migrating
between identically configured servers, we further investigate the
advantage of fixing an adverse query-to-worker matching by migrating to a more powerful server. Furthermore, we highlight the
advantage of our on-demand separation by comparing it to fullfledged state separation, where the state separation of Section 4 is
performed after every pipeline.
Configuration. To capture the total cost of migration, we base all
experiments in this section on end-to-end query runtime. Query
runtime includes every step of query processing, from receiving the
SQL query to fully reporting the result, either locally or, in the case
of migration, on the remote server. We again migrate all 103 TPCDS queries and report the average of five runs while re-using the

server configurations from Section 5.2. Unless stated otherwise, all
experiments in this subsection report the relative runtime difference
between migrating a query and local-only execution on the source
server. We show all states < 50MB as a single group for better
visibility as they behaved almost identically in all experiments. To
better highlight trends, we round query progress to the nearest 10%
and report averages within this interval throughout this subsection.
Symmetric Migration. In the first two experiments, we focus on
the overall cost of migration. For this, we migrate between identical
instances of Umbra for configurations with four and eight worker
threads. This experiment simulates a transient worker being taken
away and replaced by another at any part of the query. The results are displayed left and center in Figure 10. We again compare
the results for different state sizes. One can see that states smaller
than 1GB behave similarly, independent of server configurations.
However, there is a significant difference between the two configurations, even for smaller states. We attribute this to the differences
in network overhead, which we already identified in Figure 11. In
addition to the state size, the migration point also influences the
overhead. One can see that migrating between 30% and 80% of
query progress is slightly more expensive than at the beginning
and end of a query, even when state sizes are similar. We found that
states in the middle of a query comprise more operators on average,
leading to an increased overhead for compiling and managing state
extraction even when the resulting state is of a similar size.
Most query migrations cause less than 25% overhead, making
migrating queries more profitable than restarts right from early on.
On average, migrating states smaller than 1GB causes 9.3% overhead when using four worker threads and 16.4% when using eight.
However, it seems that migrating states larger than 5GB is seldom
profitable, especially for the eight-thread configuration. The explosion in overhead for states between one and five gigabytes is caused
by only two queries that are no longer compensated for by other
states for progress >50%. It is evident that the migration of large
states is rarely profitable and will be outperformed by restarts. However, this does not mean that on-demand state separation cannot
be profitable for queries with large states. Because state scans are
non-destructive, it is possible to extract older, potentially smaller
states at the cost of some progress loss. This way, restarts are only
required if a query does not have any small states.
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Figure 13: Migration latency when executing multiple queries
in parallel.

Migrating to Better Instance. On-demand state separation can
not only be utilized to migrate between identical instances. It further
allows using more powerful instances when they become available,
e.g., through spot instances or servers finishing their current query.
Utilizing such instances promises the potential to speed up query
processing. To investigate the benefits of migrating running queries
to faster servers, we migrate from an Umbra instance with four
worker threads to one with eight workers. The results, displayed
on the right in Figure 10, show that utilizing a faster instance can
speed up query processing in many cases, especially for smaller
state sizes. As expected, migrating early will lead to the biggest
speedup in processing because the faster compute can be used the
longest. However, there are instances where migration pays off in
every execution phase. Even when 90% of the query is completed,
some small states’ migrations are still beneficial. Migration is not
the only possibility to leverage faster workers. In addition, one
needs to consider restarting queries on the new worker.
Ideally, restarting on a worker with twice the compute power
will speed up query processing by a factor of two as well. Ondemand state separation can outperform such query restarts for
many queries in our experiments. On average, migration outperforms restarts once a query reaches 30% progress. When a query
has progressed more than 50% on the source server, migration is
67.5% faster when compared to a restart on the destination. Again,
larger states are not profitable for on-demand state separation, and
query restarts would outperform them throughout the experiment.
On-Demand vs Full State Separation. Having analyzed the cost
of on-demand state separation for migrations, we want to compare
it to full state separation. Full separation extracts state and synchronizes it with a cache after every pipeline. We compare the average
cost of on-demand state separation with the cumulative cost that
state separation after every pipeline will have incurred so far. For
both approaches, state separation is performed in Umbra as outlined in Section 4. While this leads to a larger state than necessary
(cf. Section 3.1), and approaches with full state separation could optimize for smaller states, the overall trends will prevail. The results
of each blocking operator still have to be transferred at least once.
In contrast to the previous experiments, the runtime overhead no
longer includes a full migration, which would disproportionately
affect full state separation. Instead, the overhead comprises the
work required to extract the state at the migration source only.
Figure 12 shows the resulting overheads in runtime . The execution time overhead shows the advantage of on-demand separation.

While the overhead grows for full migration with query progress,
the overhead of a single migration is almost constant throughout.
A full migration causes more than 100% overhead for eight threads,
whereas the overhead of on-demand separation never exceeds 10%.
The influence of the number of worker threads identified in Figure 10 prevails for both on-demand and full state separation, even
when only considering the overhead at the source. The more powerful the servers, the higher the overhead of state separation.
In environments where sudden worker failures are common, the
increased cost of full state separation may pay off. However, we
argue that the benefits of after-the-fact on-demand separation will
outweigh the risk of losing progress in most deployments.
Migration Latency. Finally, we want to demonstrate the capabilities of our approach in real-world applications. We investigate an
exemplary use case of vacating a spot instance running multiple
queries, e.g., when the cloud provider indicates that they will take
it away soon. It is critical to react quickly to a migration request in
this scenario. Therefore, we will investigate the migration latency,
the time from the notification until the current server is fully vacated, and all progress is held externally. While we here migrate all
running queries, it is, of course, also possible to extract only a few
queries for load balancing in multi-tenant scenarios [33]. We investigate the latency by running randomly-selected queries in parallel
in a loop and triggering migration after a randomly selected duration between 10 and 30 seconds. The migration latency reported
is the time from triggering the migration until every query’s state
and plan are sent to the cache and target server, respectively. Furthermore, to not lose progress, all in-flight tasks, i.e., pipelines, are
finished before migrating, which is also included in the latency.
Figure 13 shows the migration latency for 4 and 8 worker threads
for 100 runs per thread and query count combination. We removed
19 outliers for better visibility. Of course, one can see that there is
linear growth with an increasing number of parallel queries. However, the gap between 4 and 8 threads shrinks for more queries. This
shrinkage is again attributable to the network limitation already
identified in Figure 11. Furthermore, as we optimize for keeping all
progress, the latency includes finishing the current task. It could
be further reduced if faster migration is valued over progress kept.
On average, even with this additional delay, it takes less than 2.6
seconds to vacate a server, allowing us to react quickly to changes
in dynamic environments.
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RELATED WORK

As more data moves to the cloud, ample research has focused on
optimizing data processing for this distributed and flexible environment. This section will provide an overview of the research most
essential and relevant to our on-demand state separation approach.
Cloud-Optimized Database Architectures. Cloud-optimized
databases, such as Snowflake [12], Google BigQuery [3, 38], and
Amazon Redshift [24] optimize for massive parallelism for queries
on ever-growing data. Some surveys [49, 67] investigate the challenges and opportunities for databases in cloud environments. Analogous to cloud-optimized databases, we strive to increase flexibility
for analytical queries in the cloud. In some systems, this flexibility
is enabled through disaggregated storage [11, 12, 16, 41, 54, 56, 66].
Dremel [38], e.g., employs storage disaggregation, as well as memory disaggregation through a shuffle layer, for flexiblity and scalability. We see storage disaggregation as one pillar of flexibility in our
approach. To further improve the performance of storage-separated
systems, Yang et al. propose a combination of caching and pushing
compute to storage to reduce network cost [62]. We also minimize
network overhead by migrating a minimal query state. In addition,
modern big data systems [31, 51, 65] offer flexibility by directly
accessing tables stored in remote storage [4, 19].
Building on the ideas of storage-separated architectures, AguilarSaborit et al. [2] describe the state-separating POLARIS system. In
addition to storage, they further keep the query state externally,
thereby enabling intra-query worker changes. We build upon this
idea for our approach. However, we keep state externally only
when necessary, thus reducing network overhead. Keeping state in
the form of intermediate results externally for transient compute
resources has also been proposed for Apache Spark [60, 61]. To
materialize intermediate results, Stuedi et al. [30, 47] propose a data
store optimized for temporary data in distributed settings.
Adaptive Query Processing. Ample research has been conducted
on modifying query execution during runtime in the context of
adaptive query processing [7, 14, 23]. While this area focuses on
adapting the query plan at runtime, and we currently do not modify
execution order when migrating, we still share similar ideas. For
example, Xing et al. [59] discuss migrating processing on the fly
for load balancing in streaming engines. Orthogonal to our work in
case of migration, some works have focused on keeping progress
in the case of plan changes in ETL MapReduce [27] and traditional
database systems. Keeping progress has been described using artificially introduced operators [8] and unary blocking operators [37]
for database systems. These works re-use intermediate results on
the same system and do not consider network transfer. To mitigate
network dealys, Urhan et al. [6, 53] propose query scrambling.
Instance Migration in Cloud Environments. Many cloud providers offer transient compute resources to customers to increase
resource utilization within their datacenters. Often, such transient
workers, e.g., spot instances in Amazon AWS, are cheaper than
reserved instances. Therefore, utilizing such transient resources
has been the focus of recent research. Kraska et al. [32] analyze
deployment strategies for fault tolerance mechanisms, such as query
restarts and checkpoints. These checkpoints often comprise the
entire VM and application state [28, 45, 55, 63, 64]. In contrast,
we optimize for a small, system-specific query state that can be

extracted at any time. Other systems also optimize for a minimized
state [9, 44, 60] but rely on pre-defined checkpoints. Yan et al. [60]
propose adaptive fine-grained checkpointing for Apache Spark
based on recomputation cost and failure probability. Kaulakiene
et al. [28] propose migrating tasks to cheaper or more powerful
instances using VM snapshots to optimize the cost and runtime
of jobs in a cloud setting. We have identified such migrations as
a primary use case for our on-demand state separation approach
and optimized specifically for the migration of database workloads.
While our work focuses on analytical workloads, migrating between
servers is also interesting for transactional workloads [13, 18].
Migration of Intermediate Results. The presented idea to migrate partial query results is inspired by past work in multi-engine
environments. These so-called polystores span a combination of
stream processing, big data, and database systems [15, 20, 22, 26, 36],
some surveyed by Tan et al. [50]. While we only consider migrating
to other instances of the same engine and optimize for flexibility in
our work, works on multi-engine environments focus on a range
of optimization criteria. For example, Agrawal et al. [1] optimize
performance by selecting a combination of execution engines for a
single task and migrating intermediate results between these engines. Simitsis et al. [46] describe an optimizer for data workflows
comprising multiple engines, taking both the execution and data
shipping cost into account. Focussing specifically on data migration,
Dziedzic et al. [17] discuss challenges and solutions for sharing results between engines. While we discuss our approach in the context
of flexibility, it can also be used to optimize for different metrics.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel on-demand state separation approach for data processing in the cloud. In contrast to existing
state-separating architectures, our approach can establish state separation after-the-fact, e.g., when migrating between workers. This
way, our approach only incurs the overhead of syncing state externally when necessary. To motivate our approach, we provided
an extensive analysis of query state occurring within the TPC-DS
benchmark, showing that on-demand extraction can reduce the
transferred state by an order of magnitude. Our approach exploits
existing access paths to extract state with specialized extraction
queries, allowing state extraction with minimal code and runtime
overhead while utilizing all features of modern query engines.
We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach using an implementation of on-demand state separation in the Umbra database
system. The experimental analysis shows that our approach can
outperform full state separation and query restarts in many scenarios. Our in-depth cost analysis demonstrates that the majority
of overhead stems from network overhead. With the roll-out of
more powerful network infrastructure in the future, we expect our
approach to be beneficial in even more use cases.
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